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About This Game

How often we forget about our dreams? How often we forget about the most important things for us? How much we are ready
to pay for our dream?

This is a story about an office clerk who tries to leave monotonous routine of life and do a book. And if he could find the time
for his dream it depends on you.

Details or special characteristics of the game:

* 4 endings

* great variety in a small world
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johnny winter no time to live lyrics. no time to live fnaf. no time to live traffic lyrics. youtube i got no time to live. i've got no
time to live. i got no time to live piano. tina dico no time to sleep live. no time to live traffic. no time to live. no time for fake
love. no time to live steam. i got no time to live roblox id. no time to sleep live. no time live guess who. no time for games live.
fnaf song no time to live. steve winwood no time to live. accept no time to lose live. no time to live johnny winter. no time for
love live wallpaper. i got no time to live. j live no time to waste. no time to live traffic chords. i got no time to live fnaf. no time
to live lyrics. no time to cry live

DragoDino is a fun and cute rogue-lite platformer. I enjoyed playing through the game and unlocking what content the game has
to offer. I also greatly appreciate the split screen cooperative play and Linux support. While this game feels rather difficult at
first, it starts to feel too easy (especially for the rogue-lite genre) as you get more experienced. I would purchase a sequel to this
title if it had some improvements. Most notably, some things I think would greatly enhance this game include: a. More
powerups, b. More levels (ie. harder levels), c. More bosses, d. More comprehensive unlock system, e. An easier difficulty
"casual" to play with friends who are not veterans of the rogue-lite genre.. Nice atmosphere, relaxing experience. Brutal on the
GPU. I have a Vive Pro\/2080ti and can't even run at 100% supersampling without significant frame drops. Only VR game I
have played where GPU limited at 100% SS. Even the VRmark Blue Room runs better.. Even for 1 dollar, this game isn't really
worth it. I got the full game as a Christmas "gift" and played every level, and I can say that it's not really worth your time.
Combat is simple yet repetitive, and feels incredibly slow. Not to mention the sheer grinding you have to do to get all the steam
achievements... Overall, a good joke gift, but not really worth buying the full thing for yourself.. Before I go much into detail, I
just wanna say this:
Live2DViewer is still a pretty nice tool and very easy to handle for those who simply want a cute animated second screen or
something like that, still while I was testing it, I stumbled over a lot of things that I didn't particularly like.

Pro:
- Very responsive UI
It's clean and easy to find and adjust things, this is actually very well done.

- Many different customization options
Pictures, Videos, Filters, Effects, Widgets, there's plenty to pick from.

Con:
- The Engine.
On my search for the actual model files, I discovered that this tool is actually using Unity Engine. Now I'm not trying to "hate"
on it because it's using Unity. It's just that the usage of a full blown Game Engine for something as simple as a desktop tool that,
in some or even most cases will constantly be running in the background is absolutely overkill and unneccessary. Which also
brings me to my next con.

- Memory Usage
I had it running on one screen in FullHD, displaying a video with 60FPS and had the model it comes with pretty small
somewhere in the corner. It used a whopping 300MB of RAM for just that.
As a comparion: Wallpaper Engine, running 3 different videos (all 1920x1080@60) on 2 fullHD displays and one 2k display
didn't even use 70MB of my memory.
I know in our day and age with people having 16GB of Ram by default it doesn't look much, but it's just unneccessary waste of
space.
And it's pretty much what you get for using a fully blown game engine - that was not build to modify your desktop - instead of
natively written code for this specific purpose.

- Editor not included
As I read the description I stumbled over this little bit "[...] and lpk files(a format from Live2DViewerEX)", so I though, hey,
it's this programs file format, so surely there should be a way to create them, right? Eh... nope, turns out another program is
needed for that. Either clarify this or add the Editor, please.

- Little variety in content in the Workshop
There's the mainstream anime characters, a couple videos to test out things and that's pretty much it. I get that the tool is in early
access, but I figure if it would be made more clear how to actually create content for it or include the editor in the actual
program, there would be more people trying their hands on it.
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Conclusion:
While being very simple to use, it's still far inferior to what I see as the main competitor (namely wallpaper engine), both in
performance and in content. For a tool that will be running in the background of whatever you're doing on PC, be it just
browsing or playing games it is absolutely crucial to be very adaptable in it's usage of system resources and so far I could not
observe this with this tool.
This is the main reason why I'm currently not recommending to get Live2DViewer in it's current state.. Intro
You are the captain of greath intersteller salavage ship
Your mission will be diffrent eachtime often suicidel
Your enamies wont be easy nor the same
Your crew will be a bunch of hero's or a bunch of fools
However

Your willing to give it all inorder to become a rich legend

Gameplay
The first thing that stands out in the game would be the Ship Command panal ( Interface)
This really give's you the feeling you are in charge of a old salvage ship and you have
to managed your missions & crew & database.

Durning missions you will face random problems like radios malfunctions to interfance storms
ussualy if the captain ( player) deals with them cool headed, he will be able to solve most
upcoming problems, however sometime's one small ship malufction could lead to the dead of your team

This will make the game more tenste & interesting ontop of that you will allso have to deal with
the aliens, you will come across diffrent kinds and each of them is diffrent some are weak against bullets
while others are slow.. However sometime's you will come across a really deathly kind and for those
you might want to try to counter becauce if you dont. . . it might cost you a couple of crew members

Storyline
The storyline is simple you are a captain of a salavage team who's going to salavege xenos vessels
Eachtime the game will generate random background story

the game is mostly build around the idea that you will have your own storys to tell however
i feel the game is build too mutch around this and the fact there's no voice storyteller in the game
Just saddens me

Technical
The game is fairly well programmed, I dont have problems regarding frame drops and i havent encounteted game
Breaking bug

You only need a decent Ram card for the rest a simple CPU & Video card will do fine

Mechancis
There are allot of random generator mechanics build into the game.
For example there is a R.G for encounters \/ Missions \/ Enamies \/ loot \/ Crew \/ lore

One partically interesting Random generator mechanic would be the one
that they have build for the aliens, you will never come acorss the same kind alien
in another campaign offering a refreshing & interesting expirance eachtime
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i have Allso noticed there's a deep charater creation mode where inn you can
add new possible Crew members for your salvage missions, The CC mode is
well build and give you the option to give a crew memeber a real background

However there are mechanics that need inprovement like combat & Ingame Acitions
they are fairly limited, Allso the loot mechanics needs inprovement
the game simply lacks interesting loot

Sound
The music & aliens & Background sounds are really well done, it slightly reminds me of watching one of those old 80
sci-fi horror movie aside from that what's allso interesting that sound plays a role in the game for example it help you
reconise what kind of enammies are behind a certain doors

Overview
Gameplay 8\/10
Storyline 6\/10
Technical 10\/10
Mechancis 6\/10
Sound 9\/10

Finnal
Even though the game lacks certain game mechanics & Feature's this game caught my attention
It's fun & refreshing it's worth the money and im looking forward to the upcoming content

p.s this game it's hard & unforgiving :,) be prepared for the horrors in space
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this good game yees. This game is dreadfully boring, not even a good time waster. There's very little to it and what is there isn't
impressive at all. Even the hard mode is very slow, and overall it plays out like a extremely low rent version of Geometry Dash.
This feels like a free game that you'd get on the app store and delete an hour later more than a Steam game that costs a dollar

0\/5. great game ! mutiplayer is cool.. just people have to know how to let poeple join before they start the game.. :P. A fun
racer but no replacement for wipe out or F-Zero, the shortcuts in F-zero are not there and the power up fights and weapons
make it too far from wipe out.

Still, the tracks are nice, and the AI isn't ridiculous so it's fun in its own right. I like the way different worlds have different
physics so you get much longer jumps on the moon.

It's a shame the customisation is so basic. Music is a bit awful, would have done better getting some good names behind it. The
control is also a bit basic with the mechanics making it not very challenging to get to grips with so ... more a causal game than a
demanding one.

P.S. bought at 70% off. Alien Breed 3 wraps up the Alien Breed trilogy in spectacular fashion, bumping up big battles just
enough so that they feel more impressive without being overwhelming. A fitting end to this trio of games, with an increase in
encounters and environmental shifts that reflect where the plot has taken things perfectly.

Short-ish review since I mooned about the first two games plenty, but yeah. Get the trilogy. Play 'em all.. So yeah, it works. Too
dated now to be much use.. https:\/\/youtu.be\/ZTko7Uh43KE

I have decided to change my review from positive to negative because of the issues outlined below, but also the short playtime. I
have already finished the entire game. Two small cemetarys and then game over.

So I picked this up in a sale for 40 pence. And in all honesty it's not terrible, but it's not a must buy by any means. as it has some
issues.

Basically it wants to an old skool FPS in the mold of painkiller. So enter an area, the gates stay locked until you kill everything,
then enter the next area rinse and repeat. And in the basic sense it achieves this. However the guns are predictable and the
gunplay is nothing to write home about. Graphics and enemies are pretty ugly in all honesty.

Biggest problems are sound based - there is one repetative metal riff that only plays when the action is happening and some gun
sounds. That's it. No in menu music, no sounds for picking up ammo, and worse no sounds when the monsters spawn in or are
about to attack you. This means you will be blind sided by the monsters quite often.

Options are very limited and there is no options for mouse sensitivty or invert mouse - two absolute musts for an FPS. Luckily
the controls were fine for me, but others may not be sol lucky.

So in all for 40 pence I'm going to give it a thumbs up overall - but only just.. As a point and click game, Kitten adventures in
city park merges a short story with hand-drawn pictures that could, with a few exceptions, well be in a children's book for ages
2-4. Apart from a few rough edges it's a lovely title.

Since there are no moving pieces within a scene, the game consists of a series of pictures with hotspots to interact with. The
pictures are roughly sketched and generously coloured resulting in beautifully drawn scenes. Irritatingly though, the human faces
show elements of manga iconography. Together with the rough and overly excited cat's voice it seems as if this game was
influenced by kid's anime, the annoying type, which sadly lessens its coherence in style. An option to have the more gentle
Russian synchronisation and English subtitles separate would've been nice, maybe even educative. hint, hint

The redeeming factor for those small issues is the implementation of an option to rewatch the introductory scene for clues by
talking to another cat. That's a charming way of giving hints, albeit in no way necessary, showing how well-suited this title is for
toddlers. It's a simple and sweet game, but only really enjoyable for children, unless the art itself is appealing enough.
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